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Apple Pro Training Series Final Cut Pro X
Talk about making an impact: Apple¿s Shake compositing and visual effects software has been used in every Academy Award-winning film for visual effects
since its debut. It¿s no wonder then that trained Shake artists are in high demand¿and there¿s nowhere better to begin getting that training than with this
comprehensive Apple-approved guide (which includes a free 30-day trial version of the $4,000-plus software). Using step-by-step, hands-on instruction,
Hollywood effects wizard Marco Paolini takes you through Shake¿s interface and features, including its color correction tools, tracking and stabilization
capabilities, integrated procedural paint and rotoscoping tools, and more. As with the other titles in the Apple Pro Training Series, each chapter in this
Apple-authorized guide represents a complete lesson¿with a project to complete, a review section, and bonus exercises to reinforce the lessons. The
accompanying DVD includes all of the lesson files needed to complete the book¿s projects. You can work through the book from cover to cover to get an
entire course or you can go straight to the lessons that interest you most. Either way, you¿ll find the coverage you need to confront even the most daunting
compositing and effects tasks with Shake.
The ultimate effect recipe book covers not just one but three software packages: Shake, After Effects, and Motion!
Learn to create professional motion graphics with Final Cut Studio, Apple's newly revamped suite of DV products.
Talk about making an impact: Apple's Shake compositing and visual effects software has been used in every Academy Award-winning film for visual effects
since its debut. It's no wonder that trained Shake artists are in high demand, and there's nowhere better to begin getting that training than with this fully
updated (for Shake 4) and comprehensive Apple-approved guide (which includes a free 30-day trial version of this multi-thousand dollar software) Using
step-by-step, hands-on instruction, Hollywood effects wizard Marco Paolini takes you through Shake's interface and features, including its color correction
tools, tracking and stabilization capabilities, integrated procedural paint, powerful new floating point technology, advanced keyframing, blue and green
screen techniques, rotoscoping tools, and more. As with the other titles in the Apple Pro Training series each chapter in this guide represents a complete
lesson, with a project to complete, a review section, and bonus exercises to help test what you've learned. The accompanying DVD includes the lesson files
needed to complete the book's projects. You can work through the book from cover to cover to get an entire course or you can go straight to the lessons that
interest you most. Either way, you'll find the coverage you need to confront even the most daunting compositing and effects tasks with Shake.
Final Cut Pro for Avid Editors
Final Cut Pro X 10.3 - Apple Pro Training Series
Keying and Compositing in Final Cut Pro X
Apple Pro Training Series Final Cut Pro for News and Sports Quick-Reference Guide, Second Edition
MacOS Support Essentials 12 - Apple Pro Training Series
macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This is the official book for the macOS Support
Essentials 10.15course and you can use it to prepare for the Apple Certified Support Professional (ACSP) 10.15 exam. It’s a top-notch primer for
anyone who needs to support, troubleshoot, or optimize macOS Catalina, such as IT professionals, technicians, help desk specialists, and ardent Mac
users. This is the only Apple Pro Training Series book that covers macOS Catalina. You’ll find in-depth, step-by-step instructions on everything from
upgrading, updating, reinstalling and configuring macOS Catalina to configuring network services like the Content Caching service. This book covers
updated system utilities and new features in macOS Catalina, including Voice Control and other accessibility features, user privacy settings, notarized
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apps, Startup Security Utility, and the separation of the startup disk into a read-only APFS System volume and a read write APFS Data volume. This
book includes the following content: Authoritative explanations of underlying technologies, troubleshooting, system administration, and much more
Focused lessons that take you step by step through practical, real-world tasks A Web Edition that provides the full text of the book online The Apple Pro
Training Series includes self-paced learning tools and is the official curriculum of the Apple Training and Certification program. After you complete
this book, take the macOS Support Essentials 10.15 exam as a step towards becoming an Apple Certified Support Professional. Work through this book
independently or attend a class at an Apple Authorized Training Provider or both to prepare for the exam. To learn more, visit training.apple.com. Also
in the Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Logic Pro X
This title was written and published to Final Cut Pro version 10.0.3 on OS X Lion version 10.7 in April 2012. Important Note: Lesson files and some
content in this title do not work with the later software versions. Please refer to the latest title covering this software: Apple Pro Training Series: Final
Cut Pro X 10.2: Professional Post-Production by Brendan Boykin. In this Apple-authorized guide, director and filmmaker Michael Wohl teaches the
advanced skills that editing professionals need to know most. Using compelling professional footage, Wohl delivers a comprehensive course on Final
Cut Pro X v 10.0.3. Includes downloadable lesson and media files Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects
Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast Lesson goals
and time estimates help you plan your time All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few
pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to
the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany
this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your device, it is possible that
your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape
view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This fully-updated Apple-certified guide presents a real-world workflow from raw media to finished project to
demonstrate the features of Final Cut Pro X 10.2 and the practical techniques you will use in editing projects. Using professionally acquired media,
you’ll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used by editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing software. Renowned editor and master
trainer Brendan Boykin starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all the way through Final Cut Pro’s powerful features. The lessons
start as real-world as it gets--with an empty application. After downloading the media files, you will be guided through creating a project from scratch
to finished draft. The basic workflow and tools are covered in Lessons 1 through 4 where you'll create a rough cut. The real-world workflow continues
through the remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance it with a deeper dive into the more advanced Final Cut Pro X 10.2 features
including how to efficiently manage media with Libraries, use the tools to create stunning 3D titles, composite effects and clips with the new mask
options, retiming, and more. Downloadable lesson and media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of hands-on training. New
Checkpoints feature lets you check your editing progress against the author's version. Focused lessons teach concepts and take students step by step
through professional, real-world editing scenarios to create a final project. Chapter review questions summarize what students learn to prepare them
for the Apple certification exam. The Apple Pro Training Series is both a self-paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the Apple Training and
Certification program. Upon completing the course material in this guide, you can become Apple Certified by passing the certification exam at an Apple
Authorized Training Center. To find an Apple Authorized Training Center near you, please visit training.apple.com.
The Apple-Certified Way to Learn macOS Support Essentials 11 , the official book for macOS support, is a top-notch primer for anyone who needs to
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support, troubleshoot, or optimize macOS Big Sur, such as IT professionals, technicians, help desk specialists, and ardent Mac users. This is the only
Apple Pro Training Series book that covers Big Sur. Youll find in-depth, step-by-step instructions on everything from upgrading, updating, reinstalling
and configuring macOS Big Sur to setting-up network services like the Content Caching service. This book covers updated system utilities and new
features in macOS Big Sur, including security and privacy enhancements, Control Center and Notification Center, Safari, system extensions, macOS
Recovery, Startup Security Utility, and the Signed System Volume (SSV). This book includes the following content: Authoritative explanations of
underlying technologies, troubleshooting, system administration, and much more Focused lessons that take you step by step through practical, realworld tasks A Web Edition that provides the full text of the book online The Apple Pro Training Series is Apples official self-paced learning resource.
Books in this series offer downloadable lesson files and an online version of the book. Additional information on this and other books in this series can
be found at www.peachpit.com/apple . For more on certification, visit training.apple.com .
DVD Studio Pro 4
GarageBand
Encyclopedia of Visual Effects
MacOS Support Essentials 11 - Apple Pro Training Series
Logic Pro X 10.4 - Apple Pro Training Series

Completely revised and updated for Logic Pro X, this Apple-certified guide shows you how to
record, produce, and polish music files with Apple’s professional audio software. Veteran
music producer David Nahmani’s step-by-step, instructions teach you everything from basic
music creation to advanced production techniques using Logic’s software synthesizers,
samplers, and digital signal processors. Learn about all of the key features in Logic Pro X
including Flex Pitch, Drummer, Drum Kit Designer, Track Stacks, MIDI Effects, and more.
Using the book’s online files and Logic Pro X, you’ll begin making music in the first lesson.
Whether you’re looking to use your computer as a digital recording studio, create musical
compositions, or transfer that song in your head into music you can share, this
comprehensive book will show you how. Lesson and media files available online Focused
lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects Accessible writing
style puts an expert instructor at your side Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help
you master techniques fast Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time Chapter
review questions summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the Apple Certifi ed Pro
Exam
Now the best-selling book on DVD Studio Pro is even better. Updated for DVD Studio Pro 4.2,
this Apple-certified book uses striking, real-world footage (including the HD documentary OnePage 3/16
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Six-Right) to build four complete DVDs. This revised edition covers integration with Final Cut
Pro 6, Motion 3, and Compressor 3, as well as the new SD-to-HD workflow. Each chapter
presents a lesson in an aspect of DVD creation and finishing, with hands-on projects for you
to complete as you go. After learning how to storyboard your DVD and plan its interactions,
you’ll set chapter markers, create stories, build still and motion menus, and add overlays and
subtitles. You’ll also learn to work with multiple audio tracks and camera angles, create smart
buttons and custom transitions, professionally encode audio and video files, and create useful
scripts. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a
link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: · If
you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" · Go to the very last
page of the book and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled device or computer in
order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a
computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. · Depending on your device, it is
possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the
case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should
cause the full URL to appear.
With this new release of Final Cut Pro, Apple has completely re-engineered its popular film
and video editing software to include an incredible lineup of features intended to close the
gap between the prosumers and the pros. Following right in step, this Visual QuickStart Guide
has been completely revised to address all the new features as well as the new paradigm of
editing that Apple has put forward. An undisputed master of the digital video medium, Lisa
Brenneis once again demystifies the complexities of the program and she is joined this time
by the Final Cut Pro guru Michael Wohl to provide a clear, straightforward guide to Final Cut
Pro X. Tasked-based, step-by-step instructions and loads of visuals and time-saving tips make
it so professionals and newcomers alike can quickly find and learn tasks specific to their
needs, benefiting from the award-winning Visual QuickStart style. Topics covered include
essential editing tasks and media-management strategies, transitions, effects and filters,
rendering options, and much more. It includes coverage of all the new features such as the
new dynamic interface, Magnetic Timeline, Clip Connections, Auditions, Content AutoPage 4/16
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Analysis, Range-Based Keywords, and much more. Now in four-color, this must-have reference
also includes several free downloadable videos from the publisher’s site.
Using Avid images and terminology, master teacher Diana Weynand shows you how to
perform the tasks you've been doing in Media Composer by using Final Cut Pro instead. You'll
find detailed feature comparisons, practical conversion tips, and instructions on how to use
Final Cut Pro features that aren't available in Media Composer. The book makes the transition
easy. Each chapter presents a complete lesson in some aspect of Final Cut Pro with a project
to complete, a review section, and exercises to reinforce the lessons.
Getting Started with Aperture
Apple Pro Training Series
Final Cut Pro X 10.4 - Apple Pro Training Series
Final Cut Pro Efficient Editing
Final Cut Express HD
Best-selling, Apple-certified guide completely revised to cover the latest version of Apple's popular visual effects software, Motion 5 *
*Focused, step-by-step lessons provide a strong foundation in all aspects of Apple's groundbreaking Motion 5 software. *The only Applecertified guide to Motion 5 and official curriculum of the Apple Pro training program. *Author Mark Spencer is a best-selling author and Apple
Certified master trainer. *DVD-ROM is packed with lesson and media files. In this best-selling guide to Motion 5, readers will learn to create
sophisticated projects using Motion's newest features. Master trainer Mark Spencer starts with the fundamentals of motion graphics and
quickly moves into compositing, animation, motion graphics design, visual effects design, and the world of 3D. The book is fully revised to
take advantage of the software's new features. Whether readers are just entering the field or are already an accomplished motion graphics
pro, this book will have them designing in Motion in record time. Motion 5 is now being sold as a standalone product only through the Mac
App Store and retails for $49.99(US)
Important Note: This book will work with Final Cut Pro X versions 10.0.9 and earlier Revised for Final Cut Pro X 10.0.7 and featuring
compelling footage, this best-selling, Apple-certified guide provides a strong foundation in all aspects of video editing. Renowned author
Diana Weynand starts with basic video editing techniques and takes readers all the way through Final Cut Pro's powerful features. This
Second Edition covers the latest terminology and interface changes including those to the Viewer, Toolbar, Timeline, and menus. Coverage
of new and enhanced features includes compound clips, multichannel audio editing, and exporting roles. Each chapter presents a complete
lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, using professional-quality and broadcast footage. · DVD-ROM includes lesson and media
files for over 40 hours of training · Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects · Accessible writing style
puts an expert instructor at your side · Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast · Lesson goals and time
estimates help you plan your time · Chapter review questions summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the Apple Certified Pro
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Exam
This book covers GarageBand 10.0. The content and/or media files do not work with subsequent releases of the software. In the only Applecertified guide to GarageBand 10.0.0, readers will be creating original works within the first few chapters. Using real-life material and practical
lessons that they can apply immediately to their own projects, this book/media combo offers a complete, self-paced course in all aspects of
GarageBand. Focused lessons take you step-by-step through fun, real-world projects, and GarageBand 10.0.0 features. Exclusively for this
book, author/musician Mary Plummer works with a host of talented artists ranging from a student songwriter to a professional touring guitarist,
an award-winning poet, an independent hip hop recording artist, and award winning dancers to create all new, real-world projects that readers
will step-through. Along the way readers will get to mix a songwriter’s demo, test amp simulators and stomp boxes with an electric guitar
solo, edit spoken dialog for an audio book, lay down original hip-hop beats using a drum machine patch and dynamic tempo changes, and
add percussion and effects to a dance video to enhance the sound. For mobile users, the book includes an overview of GarageBand for iOS
and sharing GarageBand songs via iCloud between iOS devices and your Mac. This self-paced learning tool pairs an easy, accessible style
with ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts to guarantee that readers become proficient with GarageBand 10.0.0 in no time.
Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to create, perform, and record your own
music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording
techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing tracks, adding effects, and distributing your music files. Using practical stepby-step lessons and original music, you’ll learn how to record with any guitar, microphone, or MIDI keyboard; score a QuickTime movie;
create an iPhone ringtone; jam with virtual musicians; and much more. A bonus lesson on advanced techniques covers little-known tips and
time-savers that help you get the most out of GarageBand in a professional setting. • Turn your Mac into a full-featured recording studio •
Arrange a song, edit and mix tracks, add effects, and distribute your music • Use Magic GarageBand Jam to create your own virtual backing
band • Create a podcast complete with narration, music, sound effects, and artwork. • Build a soundtrack and learn to score a professional
trailer • Create a fun iPhone ringtone from scratch • Learn piano and guitar through interactive video lessons with legendary recording artists
All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you
to the media files. Helpful tips: · If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" · Go to the very last page of the
book and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook.
Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. · Depending on your device, it is possible that
your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a
landscape view. This should cause the full URL to appear.
Supporting and Troubleshooting MacOS Monterey
Final Cut Pro 7 Advanced Editing
Final Cut Pro for Avid Editors, Fourth Edition
Logic Pro X: Professional Music Production
GarageBand 09
Go beyond the powerful editing capabilities of Final Cut Pro X to create multilayered compositions. This eBook, which will be published as a chapter in the
upcoming book Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Advanced Editing will help you build a foundation for keying green screen footage, modifying
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and animating effects, and compositing elements in your projects. Specifically, you'll learn to retime video clips, time clips to music, key a green screen
shot, and combine layers of video and graphics to create a composite image. Although this eBook does not include media and project files, you can read
through the step-by-step exercises to understand the concepts. The companion files and an updated chapter will be available in 2012 as part of Apple Pro
Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Advanced Editing.
Final Cut Pro’s color correction tools lets you precisely control the look of your images. In this excerpt from Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X
Advanced Editing, you’ll learn how to prepare projects and set up the Final Cut Pro interface for color correction, how to use the built-in video scopes to
analyze each clip–both technically and creatively–and how to use automatic tools along with manual Color Board adjustments to correct problems and
enhance your program’s visuals. In the process, you’ll learn how to evaluate and adjust color and contrast for both utilitarian and creative effect. Although
this eBook does not include media and project files, you can read through the step-by-step exercises to understand the concepts. The companion files and an
updated chapter will be available as part of Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X Advanced Editing.
Welcome to Aperture, the revolutionary application for managing and editing digital photographs. Designed specifically for professional digital
photographers, Aperture is an enormously powerful tool for handling some of the most time-consuming and tedious tasks of professional photography. This
collection of Apple Pro Training tutorials will get you up and running in no time. You’ll learn how to sort, rank, and manage images with unparalleled
efficiency; display onscreen proofs and contact sheets in compelling ways for clients; edit and retouch your selected images professionally; publish proofs,
portfolios, and final images on the Web and in print; and archive images in a way that’s easy, secure, and intuitive. Available in 2005, these hands-on
tutorials provide a great overview of an indispensable application for digital photographers.
macOS Support Essentials 12, the official book for macOS support, is a top-notch primer for anyone who needs to support, troubleshoot, or optimize
macOS Monterey, such as IT professionals, technicians, help desk specialists, and ardent Mac users. This is the only Apple Pro Training Series book that
covers Monterey. You'll find in-depth, step-by-step instructions on everything from upgrading, updating, reinstalling and configuring macOS Monterey to
setting-up network services. This book covers updated system utilities and new features in macOS Monterey: Passwords System Preference Live Text
Voice Control User privacy settings Notarized apps Startup Security Utility And more! This book includes the following content: Authoritative
explanations of underlying technologies, troubleshooting, system administration, and much more Focused lessons that take you step by step through
practical, real-world tasks A Web Edition that provides the full text of the book online The Apple Pro Training Series is Apple's official self-paced learning
resource. Books in this series offer downloadable lesson files and an online version of the book. Additional information on this and other books in this
series can be found at www.peachpit.com/apple. For more on certification, visit training.apple.com.
Shake 3
Apple Training Series
Final Cut Pro 7 Quick-Reference Guide
Shake 4
Final Cut Pro X 10.2: Professional Post-Production

The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This fully updated Apple-certified guide presents a realworld workflow from raw media to finished project to demonstrate the features of Final
Cut Pro X 10.3 and the practical techniques you will use in editing projects. Using
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professionally acquired media, you'll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used
by editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing software. Renowned editor and master
trainer Brendan Boykin starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all the
way through Final Cut Pro's powerful features. The lessons start as real world as it getswith an empty application. After downloading the media files, you will be guided through
creating a project from scratch to finished draft. The basic workflow and tools are
covered in Lessons 1 through 4 where you create a rough cut. The real-world workflow
continues through the remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance it with
a deeper dive into the more advanced Final Cut Pro X 10.3 features, including how to
easily import and organize media using metadata, advanced audio design with Roles,
stunning effects including 3D titles, and much more. * Downloadable lesson and media
files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of hands-on training. * Focused
lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through professional, real-world
editing scenarios to create a final project. * Chapter review questions summarize what
students learn to prepare them for the Apple certification exam. * Web Edition provides
full text of the book available online with revised content for significant software
updates. The Apple Pro Training Series is both a self-paced learning tool and the
official curriculum of the Apple Training and Certification program. Upon completing the
course material in this guide, you can become Apple Certified by passing the
certification exam at an Apple Authorized Training Center. To find an Apple Authorized
Training Center near you, please visit training.apple.com.
Ideal for students and editors on the go, this is the quick look-up guide you’ve been
hunting for. Veteran trainer Brendan Boykin uses clear, concise explanations and an easyto-use format to put the essential techniques, most-used tools, and most-efficient
workflows at your fingertips. A compendium of Final Cut Pro best practices, tips, and
quick-glance reminders, plus a great summary of what’s new in Final Cut Pro 7 including
iChat Theater support, the redesigned speed tools, and sharing projects on a Blu-ray
disc. The book's compact size makes it easy to fit in a jacket pocket or computer case so
that readers have it handy when they need it most.
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Record, arrange, mix, produce, and polish your audio files with this best-selling, Applecertified guide to Logic Pro X 10.4. Veteran producer and composer David Nahmani uses
step-bystep, project-based instructions and straightforward explanations to teach
everything from basic music creation to sophisticated production techniques. Using the
book’s downloadable lesson files and Logic Pro X, you’ll begin making music in the first
lesson. From there, learn to record audio and MIDI data, create and edit sequences, and
master mixing and automation techniques such as submixing with track stacks. Create both
acoustic and electronic virtual drum performances using Drummer tracks with Drum Kit
Designer and Drum Machine Designer. Use Logic Pro X MIDI FX and Smart Controls to control
software synthesizers from a MIDI controller or an iPad. Harness the power of Smart Tempo
to make sure all recordings, imported audio files, and samples play in time. Flex Time
allows you to precisely edit the timing of notes inside an audio recording, and you’ll
explore Flex Pitch to correct the pitch of a vocal recording. Finally, you mix, automate,
and master the song, using plug-ins to process only selected sections or entire tracks,
giving your audio creations the final polish needed to achieve a professional sound.
Downloadable lesson and media files allow you to perform the hands-on exercises. Focused
lessons take you step by step through practical, real-world tasks. Accessible writing
style puts an expert instructor at your side Ample illustrations help you master
techniques fast. Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time. Chapter review
questions summarize what you’ve learned and help you prepare for the Apple certification
exam.
In the only Apple-certified source for Final Cut Express 2 training, a bestselling author
provides authorized instruction in Apple and Adobe products and curriculum development
for entertainment-industry technologies. The comprehensive course gives even complete
editing novices the chops to start creating high-quality with Final Cut Express 2. The
companion DVD includes lessons.
Visual QuickStart Guide
Final Cut Pro X
Motion 5
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Final Cut Pro 7
A comprehensive, best practice guide from Apple Certified Trainer Iain Anderson, with illustrated step-bystep instructions to explore a Final Cut Pro editing workflow from shoot to delivery Key FeaturesExplore
the best ways to use FCP, from importing and editing to finishing and exporting the final cutUnlock the
power of editing in the magnetic timeline to make huge changes or subtle adjustmentsFinish with prolevel color correction, tracking, effects, transitions, audio, titles, and captionsBook Description Final Cut
Pro (also known as FCP, previously Final Cut Pro X) is Apple’s efficient and accessible video editing
software for everyone, offering powerful features that experienced editors and novices will find useful.
FCP is the quickest way to transform your raw clips into a finished piece, so if speed is important, make
this a key tool in your editing arsenal. Final Cut Pro Efficient Editing is a comprehensive best practice
guide for all editors. You’ll not only learn how to use the features but also find out which ones are the
most important and when you should use them. With the help of practical examples, the book will show
you how typical footage can be assembled, trimmed, colored, and finessed to produce a finished edit,
exploring a variety of techniques. As you progress through the book, you’ll follow a standard editing
workflow to get the feel of working on real-world projects and answer self-assessment questions to make
sure that you’re on track. By the end of this Final Cut Pro book, you’ll be well versed with the key
features of this app and have all the tools you need to create impressive edits. What you will
learnUnderstand the media import process and delve into media managementEffectively organize your
footage so you can find the right shot quicklyDiscover how to assemble a rough cut editExplore trimming
and advanced editing techniques to finesse and finalize the editEnhance an edit with color correction,
effects, transitions, titles, captions, and much moreSweeten the audio by controlling volume, using
compression, and adding effectsShare your final edited video and archive the jobWho this book is for The
book is for creative professionals, anyone starting out in video editing, and editors switching to Final Cut
Pro from another video editing system. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, you'll find this FCP
book useful. All you need to get started is familiarity with macOS.
Updated for Final Cut Pro 7, this unique book uses Avid images and terminology to create a
comprehensive 'translation course' for video and film editors who already know their way around Avid
nonlinear systems. Best-selling author and editor Diana Weynand takes readers through detailed feature
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comparisons, practical conversion tips, and instructions on how to use Final Cut Pro features that aren't
available in Media Composer. Each chapter represents a complete lesson in some aspect of Final Cut Pro
7 and includes a review section and list of keyboard shortcuts.
The only Apple-authorized guide to Final Cut Express HD 3.5, this book delivers the techniques you need
to make movie magic with DV or HDV footage. Each chapter presents a complete lesson in an aspect of
video editing and finishing, with hands-on projects to complete as you go. All the files you need are on
the included DVD-ROM. You’ll learn how to make effective edits and adjust them precisely; create
polished transitions and sophisticated composites; add audio tracks, titles, and speed and motion effects;
then color-correct and finish your video for export to DVD or the Web. Whether you’re a student, a
devoted amateur who’s serious about digital video, or a professional who needs a comprehensive editing
program for your home computer, you’ll find everything you need to learn Final Cut Express HD 3.5
within the pages of this book. DVD-ROM includes lesson and media files for over 20 hours of training.
In this Apple-authorized guide, director and filmmaker Michael Wohl teaches the advanced skills that
editing professionals need to know most. Using professional broadcast, documentary, and dramatic
footage, Wohl delivers a comprehensive course in video editing and finishing. Readers will learn how to
create polished transitions, fix screen direction errors, edit multi-camera projects, work with nested
sequences, create fantastic effects, use filters creatively, and composite like a pro. Also covers advanced
workflows for managing clips and media, and working with film. DVD-ROM includes lesson and media
files Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects Accessible writing
style puts an expert instructor at your side Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master
techniques fast Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time Chapter review questions
summarize what you’ve learned and prepare you for the Apple Certified Pro Exam All of Peachpit's
eBooks contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your
eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to search the book, search for
"Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a
web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering
the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. Depending on your
device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not the
case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full
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URL to appear.
Final Cut Server 1.5
Final Cut Express 2
Professional Music Production
A step-by-step guide to smart video editing with FCP 10.6
macOS Support Essentials 10.15 - Apple Pro Training Series
Ideal for students and editors on the go, this is the quick look-up guide you’ve been hunting for. Veteran trainer Brendan
Boykin uses clear, concise explanations and an easy-to-use format to walk you through the brand new Final Cut Pro X
interface and put the essential techniques, most-used tools, and most-efficient workflows at your fingertips. A
compendium of Final Cut Pro best practices, tips, and quick-glance reminders, plus a great summary of what’s new in
Final Cut Pro X. This e-book Quick-Reference Guide will also be included in the following DVD/book package: Apple Pro
Video Series: Final Cut Pro X, ISBN: 0321809629, presented by Steve Martin.
The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This fully updated Apple-certified guide presents a real-world workflow from raw media
to finished project to demonstrate the features of Final Cut Pro X 10.3 and the practical techniques you will use in editing
projects. Using professionally acquired media, you’ll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used by editors
worldwide in this revolutionary editing software. Renowned editor and master trainer Brendan Boykin starts with basic
video editing techniques and takes you all the way through Final Cut Pro’s powerful features. The lessons start as real
world as it gets–with an empty application. After downloading the media files, you will be guided through creating a
project from scratch to finished draft. The basic workflow and tools are covered in Lessons 1 through 4 where you create
a rough cut. The real-world workflow continues through the remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance
it with a deeper dive into the more advanced Final Cut Pro X 10.3 features, including how to easily import and organize
media using metadata, advanced audio design with Roles, stunning effects including 3D titles, and much more. •
Downloadable lesson and media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of hands-on training. • Focused
lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through professional, real-world editing scenarios to create a
final project. • Chapter review questions summarize what students learn to prepare them for the Apple certification exam.
• Web Edition provides full text of the book available online with revised content for significant software updates. The
Apple Pro Training Series is both a self-paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the Apple Training and
Certification program. Upon completing the course material in this guide, you can become Apple Certified by passing the
certification exam at an Apple Authorized Training Center. To find an Apple Authorized Training Center near you, please
visit training.apple.com.
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Important Note: This book does not work with the latest version of Final Cut Pro X 10.1. Please refer to the latest version
of this title: Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X 10.1: Professional Post-Production ISBN-10: 0321949560 Revised
for Final Cut Pro X 10.0.7 and featuring compelling footage, this best-selling, Apple-certified guide provides a strong
foundation in all aspects of video editing. Renowned author Diana Weynand starts with basic video editing techniques
and takes readers all the way through Final Cut Pro's powerful features. This Second Edition covers the latest
terminology and interface changes including those to the Viewer, Toolbar, Timeline, and menus. Coverage of new and
enhanced features includes compound clips, multichannel audio editing, and exporting roles. Each chapter presents a
complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, using professional-quality and broadcast footage. · DVDROM includes lesson and media files for over 40 hours of training · Focused lessons take you step-by-step through
professional, real-world projects · Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side · Ample illustrations and
keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast · Lesson goals and time estimates help you plan your time · Chapter
review questions summarize what you've learned and prepare you for the Apple Certified Pro Exam
Ideal for students and editors on the go, this is the quick look-up guide combines clear, concise explanations and an
easy-to-use format to walk readers through the new Final Cut Pro X 10.1 interface and put the essential techniques, mostused tools, and most-efficient workflows at reader's fingertips. This is a compendium of Final Cut Pro best practices,
tips, and quick-glance reminders, plus a great summary of what’s new in Final Cut Pro X 10.1 all organized in a logical
order for post-production editing. A companion to the Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X 10.1 certification exam
preparation guide Recommended for new and experienced Final Cut Pro X editors Guide is presented in the order of postproduction workflow
Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X 10.1: Professional Post-Production
Advanced Editing
Motion Graphics and Effects in Final Cut Studio 2
Final Cut Pro X Advanced Editing
Final Cut Pro X 10. 3 - Apple Pro Training Series

The Apple-Certified Way to Learn This fully updated Apple-certified guide presents a realworld workflow from raw media to finished project to demonstrate the features of Final Cut
Pro X 10.4 and the practical techniques you will use in editing projects. Using professionally
acquired media, you’ll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used by editors worldwide
in this revolutionary editing software. Renowned editor and master trainer Brendan Boykin
starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all the way through Final Cut Pro’s
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powerful features. The lessons start as real world as it gets—with an empty application. After
downloading the media files, you will be guided through creating a project from scratch to
finished draft. The basic workflow and tools are covered in Lessons 1 through 4 where you
create a rough cut. The real-world workflow continues through the remaining lessons as you
take the basic project and enhance it with a dive into more robust features including the
newest Final Cut Pro X 10.4 tools for 360° editing, precision color grading, and more. •
Downloadable lesson and media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours of handson training. • Focused lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through
professional, real-world editing scenarios to create a final project. • Chapter review questions
summarize what students learn to prepare them for the Apple certification exam. • Web
Edition provides full text of the book available online with revised content for significant
software updates. The Apple Pro Training Series is both a self-paced learning tool and the
official curriculum of the Apple Training and Certification program. Upon completing the
course material in this guide, you can become Apple Certified by passing the certification
exam at an Apple Authorized Training Center. To find an Apple Authorized Training Center
near you, please visit training.apple.com.
Updated for Final Cut Pro 7 and written for professional video and film editors who know their
way around Avid nonlinear systems, this book shows you how to translate your skills to Final
Cut Pro quickly and efficiently. Producer, editor, and Apple Certified Trainer Diana Weynand
takes you through a comprehensive “translation course” covering all the essential operations,
from project set-up and basic editing through transitions and effects, color correcting,
compositing, titling, and output. You’ll find detailed feature comparisons, practical conversion
tips, and instructions on how to use Final Cut Pro features that aren’t available in Media
Composer. You’ll also learn what’s new in Final Cut Pro 7. Packed with handy features,
including comparison charts, look-up tables, keyboard shortcuts, and dozens of advanced
editing and workflow tips, this book will have you editing with Final Cut Pro in record time.
Each chapter represents a complete lesson in a key aspect of Final Cut Pro 7 and includes a
review section and list of keyboard shortcuts. Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor
at your side Ample illustrations and keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast
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Chapter review sections summarize what you’ve learned
Presents a guide to video editing, color correcting, and finshing using Final Cut Pro X.
Important Note: This book does not work with the latest version of Final Cut Pro X 10.1. Please
refer to the latest version of this title: Apple Pro Training Series: Final Cut Pro X 10.1:
Professional Post-Production ISBN-10: 0321949560 Revised for Final Cut Pro X 10.0.7 and
featuring compelling footage, this best-selling, Apple-certified guide provides a strong
foundation in all aspects of video editing. Renowned author Diana Weynand starts with basic
video editing techniques and takes readers all the way through Final Cut Pro's powerful
features. This Second Edition covers the latest terminology and interface changes including
those to the Viewer, Toolbar, Timeline, and menus. Coverage of new and enhanced features
includes compound clips, multichannel audio editing, and exporting roles. Each chapter
presents a complete lesson in an aspect of video editing and finishing, using professionalquality and broadcast footage. · DVD-ROM includes lesson and media files for over 40 hours of
training · Focused lessons take you step-by-step through professional, real-world projects ·
Accessible writing style puts an expert instructor at your side · Ample illustrations and
keyboard shortcuts help you master techniques fast · Lesson goals and time estimates help you
plan your time · Chapter review questions summarize what you've learned and prepare you for
the Apple Certified Pro Exam.
Final Cut Pro X 10.1 Quick-Reference Guide
Supporting and Troubleshooting MacOS Big Sur
Supporting and Troubleshooting macOS Catalina
Final Cut Pro X Quick-Reference Guide
Making Basic Color Adjustments in Final Cut Pro X
Final Cut Pro X 10.4 - Apple Pro Training SeriesProfessional Post-ProductionPeachpit Press
The Apple-Certified Way to Learn. This all-new guide presents a real-world workflow from raw media to finished project to
demonstrate the features of Final Cut Pro X and the practical techniques you will use in editing projects. Using professionally
acquired media, you'll utilize the same tools and editing techniques used by editors worldwide in this revolutionary editing
software. Renowned editor and master trainer Brendan Boykin starts with basic video editing techniques and takes you all
the way through Final Cut Pro's powerful features. The lessons start as real world as it gets - with an empty timeline. After
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downloading the media files, you will be guided through creating a project from rough cut to final edit. The basic workflow
and tools are covered in Lessons 1 through 4 where you will create a rough cut. The real-world workflow continues through
the remaining lessons as you take the basic project and enhance it with a deeper dive into the more advanced Final Cut Pro
X features including how to efficiently organize and share media with the new Libraries, enhanced audio tools, streamlined
media management, retiming, and more. Downloadable lesson media files to work sequentially through exercises for hours
of hands-on training. Focused lessons teach concepts and take students step by step through professional, real-world
editing scenarios to create a final project. Chapter review questions summarize what students learn to prepare them for the
Apple certification exam. The Apple Pro Training Series is both a self-paced learning tool and the official curriculum of the
Apple Training and Certification program. Upon completing the course material in this guide, you can become Apple
Certified by passing the certification exam at an Apple Authorized Training Center. To find an Apple Authorized Training
Center near you, please visit training.apple.com.
Final Cut Pro X, Second Edition
Apple Pro Training Series Final Cut Pro for Avid Editors, Third Edition
Professional Post-Production
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